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First Night:

The Great Amphibian Migration
by Bradford Gray
Once again, on a miserable, cold, rainy night during the first week
of April, a night on which most people would be content to curl up
with a good book in front of a fire in their woodstove, I was out near
the edge of a nearby pond in a rain poncho and hat with a flashlight
— a sort of mad King Lear, out in the tempest. As my wife says,
shrugging her shoulders and resigning herself to the oddities of
husbands, “Well, you get what you get.” Anyone observing me would
have concluded that I was crazy, up to no good, lost, or searching
for something. In fact, I was searching for something although, once
again, I failed to find what I was looking for: migrating frogs and
salamanders. Once again, just a little too late.

BCTrust Contest Winners (see p. 6 and 8)		
Photo: Charlet Mallett

Back row: Writing contest winners: Matthew Walsh,
3rd place; Chris Ristaino, 2nd place; Katherine Lee, 1st
place. Front row: Art contest winners: Alyssa Zeena,
Jacob Tucker, Betsy Collyer and Julia Marcella.
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Every spring, typically on the first rainy night in late March or early
April when the ambient temperature reaches 40° F or above, the
great migration takes place. Hundreds, even thousands, of wood
frogs and Jefferson’s, spotted, and blue-spotted salamanders move
en masse down slopes, through woodlands and meadows, and
across roads, to reach the ponds, wetlands, and vernal pools where
they breed.
(continued next page)
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At a single one-acre pond (Brown’s
Pond in Concord) herpetologists
have counted as many as
5,000 wood frogs, 700 spotted
salamanders, 42 blue-spotted
salamanders (a threatened species),
and 9,000 spring peepers.
The peepers tend to arrive a week or two later and
remain in the pond for a few weeks after the mole
salamanders (so-called because they live underground
for the remainder of the year) and the wood frogs have
departed. A man who lives near a pond up the road
from me refers to these tiny frogs possessively as “his”
peepers. “My peepers,” he will say, “begin singing the
first week of April.” After laying their egg masses, the
peepers also leave their breeding pools and return to
live the rest of the year in the leaf litter of the
surrounding woods.

true of the wood frogs whose entire mating period,
easily measurable by the sudden onset and abrupt
cessation of the considerable noise they make, lasts
only five to seven days. It is a race against time.
I have to confess
that, despite repeated
attempts, I have yet to
witness this ‘big night”
spectacle. Conditions
and one’s timing need
to be just right and you
only get one chance
each year. If the first
above 40° night in
spring is dry, there will
be no salamanders; if
the temperature on the
Gray Tree Frog
first rainy night is less than
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40°, there also will be no
salamanders. One can go repeatedly out into the bad
weather in hopes of hitting just the right conditions, but
this takes determination!
One year, my then ten-year-old son and I came close,
but once again we were just l little bit late. We should
have known we were too late because the wood frogs
were already in the pond uttering their characteristic
“quacking” and that unmistakable “sleigh bell” chorus of
the peepers had just begun. With the aid of a flashlight
that my son had ingeniously taped to the bill of his

Eastern Spotted Salamandar
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There is a good reason why vernal pools, which fill
annually from spring rains, melting snow, and rising
groundwater, but tend to dry up entirely later in the
year, are ideal breeding habitat for amphibians: they do
not support populations of predatory fish. But there is
a downside to this advantage. Although safe from fish,
the tadpoles and salamander larvae need to metamorphose (i.e., from gills to lungs) and return to the upland
woods before the water in the pools disappears. This is
why the breeding season starts so early (sometimes
before the ice has entirely melted from the ponds) and
continues for such a brief period. This is particularly
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Two frogs
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Bullfrog
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But what is all the fuss about these
salamanders and frogs—to the
extent that we have passed
legislation to protect them and
their habitat and some towns have
gone so far as building tunnels
(“ecoducts”) under roads for them
and even closing roads altogether
on certain rainy nights of the year?
Other forms of wildlife (marsh birds for example) can
at least be observed, but these creatures stay hidden
underground for eleven out of twelve months of the
year and even when they do emerge to breed, they
are difficult to spot, as my own experience attests.

What good are they, some
people ask?
Northern Leopard Frog
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baseball cap to make a headlamp, we did see one
large, yellow polka-dotted, spotted salamander and a
2-inch giant water bug (Lethocerus americanus) in
the water, along with a number of peepers clinging
to grass stems and twigs. But First Night had already
come and gone.

Well, to anyone posing a question such as that, probably
no answer would be sufficient. We could try to explain
(somewhat lamely) that they have an impact on the
ecosystem, that when they metamorphose and move
from the pond to the surrounding upland woods, they
recycle nutrients from the pond by becoming food for
other animals.

The ecological and socioeconomic
values that wetlands provide have
been discussed in this newsletter
before. The main benefits bestowed
by Boxborough’s marshes, swamps,
bogs, and ponds include water pollution removal and control, groundwater
storage, storm watermanagement and
flood control, air pollution and carbon
emission mitigation, and fish and
Male Marsh Wren,
wildlife habitat. Many people agree
Nest building
Photo: Simon Bunyard
that these are good reasons for
protecting our wetlands.

But the real answer to the
question—if any answer is
required at all—has to do
with what kind of world
we want to live in.
We need to remind ourselves that humans are
only a small part of the natural world and that
there is room enough in it for all living creatures,
even the smallest and most obscure.n

Many thanks to our highly skilled contributing field photographers for sharing their sitings of our native wildlife.
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Letter from the President
by Rita Gibes Grossman
The Annual Meeting was a great success thanks to a
great turnout and a very informative presentation by
Grant Garven, PhD, Boxborough resident and
Professor of Hydrology at Tufts University. (See Brad
Gray’s article in this issue.) As a well-dependent
community, being vigilant of our water resources by
gathering data, as Professor Garven suggested at the
end of his talk, makes sense. I would go further. In
addition to monitoring the “supply,” let’s add “quality”
monitoring for our streams and ponds. Yes, it will cost
money, but how can we act wisely without the data?

Anne Gardulski and Prof. Grant Garven at Annual Meeting

While I’ve been celebrating the Commonwealth’s recent
downgrade to a rating of “none” on the U.S. drought
monitor map, the consequences of last year’s severe
drought still resonate, and there’s a reasonable
probability that future droughts will become more
frequent as the climate gets warmer. The BCTrust
values the significant role that undeveloped land plays
in water recharge and conservation, and will continue
working to preserve it. According to a study conducted
by The Trust for Public Land entitled Return on Investment in Parks and Open Spaces in Massachusetts,
for every $1 invested in land protection for conservation, recreation, farming and forestry, Massachusetts
residents got a $4 return! (See http://www.tpl.org and
search: return-investment-parks-and-open-spacemassachusetts) Our undeveloped land provides valued
natural services and does not require tax dollars for
education, public safety and administrative overhead.
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A pair of bobolinks at Steele Farm
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Thank you to Alex Kerin, Liz Markiewicz, Ruth Zimmerman and Simon Bunyard for leading the Hidden
Treasures event sponsored by the Freedom’s Way
Heritage Association (http://freedomsway.org) on
May 6th and 20th at Steele Farm; a cooperative effort
led by the Boxborough Historical Society (BHS) who
provided visual tours of the historic farm house and barn,
and the BCTrust who led walks on the Steele Farm
property. Thanks to BHS member Alan Rohwer who
made a graphic display of all the wildlife photographed
with the Trustees (formerly known as Trustees of
Reservations) trail cameras. Although the turnout for this
event was light, those who came were treated to a great
visual display of the bobolinks breeding in the meadow.
Coyote, fox, deer (of course), raccoon and many bird
species are just some of the wildlife that call Steele
Farm, and the abutting wooded conservation land called
Beaver Brook Meadows, home.
I was very impressed with all the Blanchard Memorial
Elementary School contest winners and thank every
student who submitted an entry. As much as the
BCTrust appreciates all the credit given by the students,
I have to recognize the Town of Boxborough’s
Conservation Commission. Appointed by the Board of
Selectmen, this volunteer commission works year-round
tirelessly protecting the Town-owned conserved lands
and all the wetlands in the Town when abutting
development is proposed.

Thank you to our volunteers,
members and supporters. With
your donations of time and money,
we continue to steward our
conserved areas, and to work with
landowners to preserve more land. n

Slides from Grant Garven’s Presentation

4.6.17

Boxborough Groundwater:
Here Today, Gone Tomorrow?
by Bradford Gray
Following the BCTrusts’s Annual Meeting on April
6th, Grant Garven, PhD, Boxborough resident and
Professor of Hydrogeology at Tufts University, delivered
a most interesting and timely presentation entitled,
“Boxborough Groundwater: Here Today, Gone Tomorrow?” Boxborough is totally dependent on private
wells for its water supply. Given the drought of 2016,
there has been a great deal of interest and concern
among town residents about the quantity and quality of
our water. Typical questions include: How much water
is in our aquifers? How quickly do aquifers recharge?
How deep are they? How does the water get from the
aquifer to our wells?
In the space of an hour, Grant presented what amounted to a tutorial on hydrogeology. He discussed such
concepts as porosity (a measure of how much of a rock
is open space, either between grains or within cracks
or cavities in the rock) and permeability (a measure of
the ease with which water can move through porous
rock). He mentioned that in Boxborough, most wells
are completed in low-permeability metamorphic rocks
of the Nashoba Formation. He also discussed confined
and unconfined aquifers, saying that confined aquifers
are deeper and exist below a confining bed of till or
rock, while shallower unconfined aquifers occur

						

between a confining bed below and the water table
above. He explained in some detail how Darcy’s
equation is used to calculate the rate of groundwater
flow in an aquifer. Finally, he talked about the hands-on
testing that he and his students at Tufts conduct, right
on campus, to evaluate bedrock aquifers by drilling
test wells and running pumping tests to document
groundwater drawdown. The administration at Tufts
must think highly of Grant and the practical courses
he teaches to allow him to bring in large drilling rigs
to drill test wells all over the beautiful green lawns of
the campus! In conclusion, based on many questions
from the audience, he suggested that for a relatively
“small budget” Boxborough would be wise to invest
in monitoring wells to track water-table changes at a
few public sites. He then showed data from his own
backyard piezometer, installed for less than $2,000, to
monitor water-table changes. n
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BCTrust Annual Writing Competition
Blanchard Memorial School Sixth-Graders

This year’s topical theme is protecting our water resources—including underground aquifers,
wetlands, ponds and brooks.... and the winning entries are:

Katherine Lee—First Place
Two-thirds of the world covered in blue.
Seven seas. One hundred seventeen million lakes.
We were always searching for answers.
While the answers were right in front of us.
When the summer sun peered over her bed of rolling hills,
The life among the water began to stir.
Day after day.
Since the beginning of time.
But there’s always an Achilles heel.
When the drought seized our ponds and lakes,
If you listened hard enough, you could hear the soft cries.
“Save the water…” The brook gently sang.
“The painted turtle rests his head on our banks,
The thirsty doe and her fawn laps at our waters.”
We watched for a while
Sun upon our faces,
Straining to hear the gentle melody of the brook.
Nature breathed on our faces,
Gifted us the lenses of observance.
But still nobody noticed the precious stream,
Flicking matches into the water,

Watching the smoke curl towards the lungs of the little minnow.
The stray love note,
Forgotten by its owner,
Crumpled into the water,
Ink dyeing the water black.
Little actions.
Little cracks.
Into the life and heart of the water we took for granted.
Shh…
Do you hear that?
That is all of the voices of nature calling us.
To show us a secret,
First, the playground for the otter,
The final resting place of the mayfly,
The first beauty every known young ducklings.
Then finally at last.
A faint voice stirred our ears.
The brook,
It had whispered,
“Save the water…”

Chris Ristaino—Second Place
Our town may not be big or wide,
But still we have much hometown pride.

The BCTrust is our true friend,
Without it Boxborough would meet its end.

It’s a place where Fifers used to roam,
I’m glad to simply call it home.

We’re lucky to have such a helpful committee,
So our beautiful town doesn’t become a city.

And in this peaceful town of Boxborough,
We care about today and tomorrow.

SO please put your faith in the BCTrust—
For our town’s present and future,
You must!
You must!
You must!

Our rural town must be conserved,
Our precious resources help to serve.
Water conservation is what we demand—
It’s the only way to protect our land!
Streams and ponds are where it’s at,
They help maintain our habitat.
Wetlands help protect our soil,
And prevent our water from being spoiled.

contest winners continued page 8
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Protect our natural resources: water, trees, plants and
wildlife; and help save land for farming. Help the BCTrust
preserve Boxborough’s undeveloped land.
The Boxborough Conservation Trust is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization.
Contributions are fully tax deductible.

Annual Membership Registration Form
The Boxborough Conservation Trust is actively seeking new members to join and encouraging current
members to renew in the effort of preserving and protecting Boxborough’s undeveloped land. Anyone may
join! Regular (voting) members must be residents of the Town of Boxborough, and 18 years of age or older. All others are honorary members. Membership is on an annual basis.

There are several giving levels. Please indicate the level of your tax-decductible contribution:

q $30
q $60
q $100

Member
Family		
Associate		

q
q
q

$250

Patron		

$500

Sustaining

q
q

$2500 Preservationist
$__________ Other		

$1000 Sponsor

Name(s) ______________________________________________________________________________
		(please print)
Address ______________________________________________phone# _(_____)-_________________
		

(street)

		

(town)							

_________________________________________________________
Date_____/_____/_______

(state)

(zipcode)

email:________________________________________________________

Please indicate how you would like your name(s) to appear in our membership listings, such as
“The Jones Family,” or “John and Jane Jones,” or if you prefer, you can be listed as “Anonymous.”
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Please make your check payable to The Boxborough Conservation Trust and mail with this form to:

		Treasurer
		
Boxborough Conservation Trust
		
1092 Hill Road
		
Boxborough, MA 01719
An acknowledgement of your tax-deductible contribution will be mailed to you. Please contact your
employer to see if they may be willing to match your contribution.
Your Comments and suggestions are much appreciated. _____________________________________________

_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
Boxborough Conservation Trust
						

650 Massachusetts Ave., Boxborough, MA 0171

bctrust.org

Matthew Walsh—3rd place
The town of Boxborough is extremely fortunate for our
abundant water resources. In contrast to other places in
Massachusetts, Boxborough has organizations that protect
our freshwater resources like the Boxborough Conservation
Trust. Fresh water is vital to every citizen in our community
and provides uses like bathing, cooking, and drinking as well
as our wetlands and our natural habitat.

BCTrust Annual
T-shirt Art Contest
Announces the
Blanchard Memorial School
4th grade Contest Winners:

Our town is different than most in the way that every home
has a private well to take water from. The BCTrust helps
protect underground aquifers that serve as holding places for
fresh water, and wetlands that assist in filtering out sediments from our wells. These same wetlands help with acting
as a habitat for many wild species. The BCTrust also provides
awareness for the importance of protecting our environment.

Thanks to all the Blanchard
Memorial School students and
faculty who contributed their time,
energy, and talents for this year’s
BCTrust contest.

Julia Marcella
Blue Jay 		

Jacob Tucker		
Eagle

Betsy Collyer
Canada Goose

Alyssa Zeena
Robin

Boxborough Conservation Trust
650 Massachusetts Avenue
Boxborough, MA 01719

Without these organizations, and the rules they put in place,
humans would be able to build over wetlands without knowing the consequences of their actions. Lack of wetlands
would lead to more droughts, pollution, and more problems
concerning water. Along with those complications, there
would be a drastic decrease in the amount of habitats for
animals native to our area. This would not only affect these
animals, but also the animals that feed off those animals,
working its way through the food chain and acting as a ripple
effect. Finally, without wetlands and conservation land, it
would take away from the beauty of our town. Boxborough
has certain natural characteristics that make it the special
town that it is. n
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